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Spring 2021 Newsletter
Message from the Head Teacher
Dear Harbour School family,
It has been truly joyful to have so many pupils return to school on March the 8th. It has been a
worry about pupil wellbeing and mental health during these times so it is a relief to see pupils
back with their friends, having a focussed routine and the ambition to move forward with their
lives.
A big thank you to our community; staff, parents and pupils, for following Covid-19 Guidance
and supporting all the measures that we have put in place in school. This has enabled us to be
Covid-Free to date and supports keeping the school open.
Harbour have been Lateral Flow Testing twice a week. This has been a challenge as we have
had to have staff out of the system for two days a week. With the sensible requirement to
extend this to testing of pupils twice a week it has been a welcome development that Home
Testing has started. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions about this as
we are happy to help.
Curriculum
Harbour School continues to make positive strides with our new KS4 curriculum and the latest
development is that we have secured becoming a credited site for delivering AQA Unit Awards.
These are nationally recognised qualifications that celebrate the learning of new skills in a wide
range of subjects so you can soon be expecting your child to be achieving these awards in
recognition of their hard work.
New Build
The new build continues to make progress and the structure of the school is taking shape in that
girder framework is all up and work on the roof has started.
Staff
Congratulations to Jill Hooper who, guided by Matt Pearce, has taken on the day to day running
of the Forest School and the Co-ordination of PSHE in school. Jill has already started on this
work and the future is looking bright!
We would also like to welcome, Nato Jones and Paul Hand who are joining the team as
Learning Mentors. These new appointments enable Jill to focus on her new role and to replace
one of our Leaning Mentors who moved on recently. They have both made a truly positive start.
Seán
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Harbour School Dorset celebrated World Autism Awareness Week and had a focus for each day.
Some really powerful discussions took place and the children demonstrated excellent
understanding and maturity.

Monday – Autism explained
We explored what autism is and how it is
different for everyone who has a diagnosis. We
discussed repetitive behaviours known as
‘stimming’. Some children were keen to share
how they stim and were able to verbalise how
they feel when they stim. We discussed being
respectful towards each other when we see
such behaviours and how the students can
support one another.

Tuesday – Famous people with
autism
Our focus was looking at famous people with
autism. The students looked at how some
people have used their strengths linked to their
autism. We explored Satoshi Tajiri the creator
of Pokémon who developed his fascination of
bugs.

Thursday – Autism in girls
Wednesday – Disablist language
A powerful and thought-provoking session which
led on from our anti-bullying day the week
before. The children continued to look at the
power behind words that are used. We explored
words often heard negatively and offensively
towards those with disabilities. We looked at the
origin of these words, the real meaning of them
and discussed the negative impact such words
have on people. The students spoke about how
such language should be challenged when
heard.

The students learned about the gender
imbalance between boys and girls diagnosed
with autism. We looked at how autism is
presented differently in girls. Lots of students
thought that autism was less common is
girls. Staff talked to students about why girls
are less likely to be diagnosed and how
challenging a late diagnosis can be.

Friday – This is me!
To bring autism awareness to a close the children came into school wearing clothes that
represent them. It was lovely to see children expressing themselves through their clothing.

RIGHTS RESPECTING SCHOOLS
As we move towards embedding the rights respecting approach into our school, we
continue to focus on developing the language of respect into everything we do. This
half of term we will highlight the importance of this through a 'Respect' day. During
the day we will be conveying some really important messages around things like
bullying, transgender & discrimination, e-safety and the impact our words can have
on others as well as a number of other relevant issues. This will all be explicitly
linked to Unicef's 'The Right's of the Child' to help our students understand their
human rights but also the responsibilities that come with that, as students at our
school, as family members and as part of their wider community.

SCHOOL COUNCIL
This term school council have been working hard on listening to
suggestions made by students at school. We have had a
suggestion box put up next to the School Council notice board
where students can post any suggestions they may have for the
school council to put forward to SLT. This term we have gotten
some bins and have also had some benches built for our outside
space. Both of these actions originally began as suggestions, and
with the help of School Council suggesting them to SLT, they have
been agreed and actioned!
School Council also planned some fundraising for Red Nose Day
this half term. Staff and students were encouraged to wear red and
donate money to support Comic Relief. As a school we raised a
total of £32.80.
Heading into the summer term school council are looking forward
to planning more fundraising events and are looking into the
possibility of a summer party, watch this space!

SCHOOL
COUNCIL

Aweigh School
Our first trip back after lockdown was to Chapmans Pool and we were blessed with a sunny
day! After the long way down, we moved along the beach to the fallen rocks to look for fossils.
Chapmans Pool is an amazing place to look for fossils and we were very lucky to have found
lots to take home. We learnt about how old the fossils are and about the countryside code.

The next trip we were off to Studland to try
orienteering and a 0.9km walk through the
dunes onto the beach. Everyone had fun
learning to map read and use a compass.

Over the next term Aweigh School hopefully
will be going coasteering, paddle boarding and
mountain biking. These activities are now
going to have an AQA Award to add to their
learning and rewards their skills with a
certificate!

Forest School
This half term we have been developing our Forest School site in our school grounds.
We have made some pallet sofas, a pizza oven and cooked popcorn over an open fire
to name just a few activities!
The students are enjoying Forest School. They are learning how to be safe with tools,
making items out of wood, problem solve and co-operate with others. The students are
starting to develop their own projects, some students are making bird boxes and bird
feeders to sell. Other students are making personal items, such as cricket sets, treasure
boxes and photo albums.
Special thanks to James’s granddad who donated some pallets and tyres. We have
used them already!
If you have any items you could donate please let the office know. We are particularly
looking for scraps of plywood, pallet wood and manual tools.

Clubs & Equine Therapy
Bike Club – Matt & Andy
Bike club has seen us do a 'spring clean' of Mallory's bike of which she was delighted
with the work the boys had put onto her bike. We have cleaned lots of rust off some
donated bikes, cleaned out spindles and placed them back into the bikes. Currently we
are stripping out brake cables, lubricating them and replacing them back onto the bikes.
The boys are doing a mixture of work on the bikes and occasionally going for a ride on
their bikes / scooters (wearing helmets) in-between the work on the bikes. They are now
learning the bike skills to such an extent that they are assessing any new problems and
are suggesting solutions which is great progress.
Well done boys - you're doing a great job!
Equine Therapy – Kathy
Equine therapy has gone well this term and children have really enjoyed going despite
the weather. They have been learning about looking after and feeding the animals as
well as grooming. They have all had great fun creating obstacle courses to guide the
ponies through as well as building haybale dens. The children have grown in
confidence and we can only apologise about the state they come home.
Food – Mallory & Josh
This term the students have been working on individual projects as well as group
recipes. This is enabling them to practice their independence skills alongside the
essential kitchen skills. Highlights have been tacos, meatball pasta, chocolate mousse
and deep-fried chocolate bars. Individual Project highlights were macaroons, chicken
nuggets and ginger cookies.
Music – Dan
In Musicology this term, the students have continued to develop their music production
skills through their use of the digital audio workstation Soundtrap. For those with an
interest in EDM and other electronic based genre, we have spent time learning about
beat-mapping and quantisation, reverb and delay effects and how to use them in
conjunction with panning to separate sounds in a production for clarity.
Other students have continued to develop their understanding of the electric and bass
guitar. They have secured knowledge linked to music theory including key target notes
on the guitar neck and how scales can be used to determine which chords work best for
a given key. These two approaches to music have recently come together in a track that
has required the students to collaborate to record live sound and layer it over a
constructed beat and piano chords. The resulting piece is a I, V, IV chord progression in
the key of C major and it sounds fantastic!
All students are currently working towards their first AQA Unit Awards that will recognise
their progress and we hope to award these early next term.

Photography – Sophie
This half-term in Photo Club, we have experimented with reflections, angles, different
apertures and have completed work towards an AQA Unit Award in Introduction to
Photography. This included being able to talk about good and bad photos and knowing
the importance of getting permission to take photos. We have also completed a session
on product photography and considered how that is different to other types of
photography.
Show – Helen
Show Club has resumed this half term, with socially distanced activities. We have been
learning new warm-ups, performing scripts written by students, learning new songs,
trying out voice-overs as well as learning how to give and receive constructive
feedback. We have even managed to complete an AQA Unit Award for drama on
devising a drama. Confidence to perform for an audience has increased and we will
continue to build on our performing skills after Easter.
Sports – Melissa
This term, we have been really lucky with the weather which has enabled sports club to
remain outdoors for much of the practical part - we are a hardy bunch!
Since Christmas we have really achieved a lot. The first half of the Spring term saw
technique and stamina being developed when running, using interval training. This will
continue this half term but in addition we are adding in cycling training.
The theory aspect of the club continues around anatomy with students gaining a greater
understanding of the circulatory system and how important it is to look after our hearts
through exercise and the right life-style choices. We are now progressing on to the
circulatory system and will learn more about how we actually breathe, the role of our
lungs and how to keep them healthy and what happens when we don't!
One-to-One Hairdressing – Kelly
This term Kelly has been teaching Anna hairdressing, focusing on self-care but also
having fun creating stylish up-dos.

Rewards
This term we introduced a Rights
Respecting School (RRS) award which
has the value of 2 certificates. Well done
to Reece PK, Fin, Jaego, Marley, Ben
and Mason who have all earned this
special award.
Congratulations to Oliver who won the
special star reader trophy and a £20 gift
voucher!
And finally… a massive well done to
Matt’s class who won this half terms cup
for most (average per pupil) certificates!

COVID19 Update
Harbour School is pleased to announce that we have had no positive cases of COVID19. We
continue to adhere to Government advice and ensure all students and staff follow preventative
measures where possible (hands, face, space).
As you are aware, home testing kits have been sent home with the students. These rapid lateral
flow tests help to find cases in people who may have no symptoms but are still infectious and
can give the virus to others. Please remember that around 1 in 3 people with COVID19 do not
have symptoms, so your continued cooperation with the home testing is crucial to keeping our
community safe.
Should your child develop a new continuous cough, temperature above 38 0C or loss of smell
and/or taste, please isolate and get a test.

Summer Term
April – July 2021
Monday 19th April

Back to School!

Monday 3rd May

Bank Holiday

Tuesday 4th & Wednesday
5th May

Inset Days

Monday 31st May – Friday
4th June

Half Term

Friday 23rd July

Last Day!!

New Staff Update
Nato Jones
Learning Mentor
Paul Hand
Learning Mentor

